
Author’s Note:  This story takes place 1 week after the events of “The Return Part 2.” 

 

 

Captain’s log, stardate 51725.8: 

After completing our patrol of the Neutral Zone, the Dauntless has finally arrived at 

Tellar, where we have delivered our slightly used cargo.  We have a few days before our 

next assignment, so I’ve authorized some well deserved shore leave for the crew. 

Kale, out. 
 

 

 Kalin Kale and Lotus Q – both wearing off-duty civilian clothes – walked hand in hand through the 

gardens of Tellar’s capital city.  The wooded enclave was quiet except for the songs of birds, the buzz of insects, and 

the occasional argument of the native Tellarites, and the couple was simply enjoying each other’s company planet-

side. 

 “I don’t know why, Tigger,” Kale said.  “Maybe it’s because I grew up before the advent of advanced 

holographic technology, but holodecks never quite match the feel of the real thing for me.”  He breathed the fresh air 

in deeply.  The two soon entered a bright sunlit clearing, Kale moving to sit down against a small, vine-like tree, Q 

joining him on the ground and leaning her head against his chest. 

 “You know, either Jeff Bloom is completely oblivious or very persistent,” Q remarked. 

 “Why do you say that?” Kale asked as he glanced around at the scenery. 

 “He asked me if I was free for dinner again just before we left the ship,” Q replied. 

 Kale chuckled slightly at the comment, adding, “Perhaps he doesn’t realize we’ve been using the vast 

majority of our off-duty time getting to know each other better again?” 

 “Or trying not to notice,” Q said wistfully.  “Sometimes people don’t want to see what’s right in front of 

them.  Which reminds me…  Now that it appears we’re back together, there’s something I’ve been meaning to 

tell...,” Q started to say when Kale’s combadge, attached to the front of the off-duty shirt he was wearing, chirped 

underneath Q’s loose, long brown hair. 

 “Oh no!  Not now!” Kale moaned.  Q chuckled slightly at Kale irritation, then sat up and tapped his 

combadge.  “What is it?” he asked in annoyance. 

 “Sorry if I’m disturbing you, Captain,” said the voice of Virgil Kane, the Dauntless’ first officer. 

 “That’s alright, Number One.  What’s up?” 

 “We’re receiving a distress call from a Ferengi ship in an adjacent sector.  We’re the only starship in range 

that can respond.” 

 Kale sighed in frustration, prompting another chuckle from Q.  She mimed the words ‘Aww, poow baby’ to 

Kale, then stood up, offering her hand in assistance.  Kale stood, kissed Q’s knuckles quickly, then continued with 

Kane. 

 “Ready the ship for immediate departure, Number One.  Recall all crew members on shore leave.  And 

have the transporter room stand by, two to beam up.” 

 “Yes, Captain,” replied Kane. 

 “Well, Tigger,” said Kale.  “There goes our mini-vacation.” 

 “Better luck next time,” she mocked.  Kale gave her an annoyed look. 

 “Transporter room, energize.”  And the two faded in the shimmer of the transporter. 
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 The Dauntless dropped out of warp within Sector 127 and immediately started scanning for the disabled 

Ferengi ship. 

 “I don’ understan’, Cap’n,” said Commander Ray Russell from the Ops station.  “Accordin’ to th’ distress 

signal, they should be right heah.” 

 “Increase your scan radius, Mister Russell,” Captain Kale ordered.  “A disabled ship can’t have drifted far.” 

 Virgil Kane leaned over toward the captain and whispered, “Is it possible the ship was destroyed?” 

 Kale looked over at Counselor Kethry Sutherland, who sat in the guest seat to the captain’s right, as she 

often did since Kale’s assignment to the Dauntless, and said, “Do you sense anything, Counselor?” 

 Sutherland, a half-Betazoid, concentrated through her empathic abilities, finally just shaking her head and 

saying, “Nothing, Captain.  I only sense the crew of the Dauntless.” 

 Kale frowned, then said, “Mister Russell, keep scanning.  Even if they were destroyed, there should still be 

debris… some evidence of their presence.” 

 “Ayah,” Russell replied. 

 

* * * * 

 

 An hour later there was still no sign of the disabled Ferengi ship.  No evidence that it had ever even existed.  

Kale sat behind the desk of the ready room pondering the unusual occurrence, Q sitting on the couch by the large 

forward facing windows. 

 “Things just aren’t adding up here, Tigger,” Kale commented, moving around the desk to sit on the couch 

next to Q, who proceeded to massage his tense neck muscles.  “Maybe it’s just me?  Are things always this 

confusing on this ship?” 

 “Not usually,” Q replied with a smile. 

 “They were never like this on the Sarek.” 

 Kale winced a little when Q hit a tense spot on his shoulders, then closed his eyes as he enjoyed the 

massage before tapping his combadge. 

 “Bridge, this is the Captain.” 

 “Bridge.  Kane,” came the reply. 

 “Number One, set course back to Tellar.  We may be down a couple of days, but we can at least enjoy a 

little more of our shore leave.” 

 “Aye, sir.” 

 Kale leaned his head back and drew Q into a kiss.  Once their lips had parted, the petite woman started to 

say, “Before we get there, there is something I’ve been wanting to tell…” 

 “Bridge to Captain.” 

 Sigh... 

 “Yes, Number One?” 

 “We’ve just been hailed by the Ferengi Marauder Boknoor.” 

 “Are they the ship that sent the distress call?” 

 “No, Captain.  They’re responding to the same call.” 

 “At last!  Some proof we’re not crazy!”  Q gave him an ‘Oh, really?’ look. 

 “They want to know what we did with their missing vessel.” 

 Kale blinked in stupefied silence. 

 “They what?” 

 You could hear Kane take a deep breath through the intercom before saying, “They demand to know what 

we’ve done with their missing vessel.” 

 Kale rolled his eyes, then looked imploringly at Q.  The Trill woman simply shrugged her shoulders and 

nodded toward the bridge.  Kale sighed again.  As he got up, dragging Q along by the arm behind him, an ‘If I’ve 

got to be there, so do you’ look on his own face, he muttered to himself, “I volunteered for this... I volunteered for 

this...,” over and over. 

 As the two walked out onto the bridge, Q took a position standing behind Xavier ‘Xenon’ Adosh, who 

manned the engineering console.  Kale walked to the center of the bridge, and after looking around at the crew, said, 

“On screen.” 

 The screen, which had been displaying the approaching Ferengi vessel, switched to the image of an irate 

Ferengi male (as if there would be a female Ferengi aboard one of their ships) who glared menacingly (as much as a 

Ferengi can) at Kale. 



 “I am Daimon Tel of the Ferengi vessel Boknoor.  I demand you reveal the whereabouts of our missing 

starship, or else pay its value in gold-pressed latinum.” 

 Kale’s jaw dropped at the Ferengi’s demand.  He took a moment to compose himself before saying, “This 

is Captain Kalin Kale in command of the Federation starship Dauntless.  I’m sorry to tell you this, but like you, we 

simply responded to the distress call we received.  We had nothing to do with the ship’s disappearance.” 

 “Liar!” Tel shouted.  “That fine Ferengi ship was carrying a cargo of dolomite and kevas.  It was worth 

millions of bars of latinum.  More than even your benevolent Federation could pass up!” 

 “Daimon Tel, I assure you, we have not even seen your other vessel.  We were simply responding...” 

 “Liar!” Tel shouted again, causing Kale to exhale sharply and again look at each of the bridge crew.  “Their 

distress call indicated they were attacked by a Federation starship, and you could not pass up the chance for such 

wealth and profit.” 

 “Daimon Tel,” Kale said slowly and deliberately.  “What exactly are you saying?” 

 Tel’s eyes narrowed as he looked at Kale and replied, “What I am saying, stupid Hoo-mon, is you stopped 

our ship, stole its cargo, and destroyed the evidence!” 

 “Now wait just a...!” 

 “...And for that you will pay!” 

 “Tel, wait!” 

 “Lock weapons on target!” 

 “Captain, they’re locking disruptors on us,” Ga’gh reported. 

 “Raise shields!” 

 “FIRE!” 

 The Marauder fired its disruptor banks, which slammed hard into the shields the Dauntless’ had only 

managed to raise by milliseconds.  On the bridge, Kale, Kane, and Q were all thrown to the deck. 

 “Mister Harcue,” Kale shouted to the man at the helm.  “Set a course for anywhere!  Warp 5!  Engage!” 

 Under the expert control of the helmsman, the Dauntless spun away from the Boknoor and shot into warp 

speed.  The Ferengi ship quickly turned to follow. 

 “Mister Schuukveldlaan,” said Kale as he straightened his uniform and took his place in the command seat.  

“Arm aft torpedoes.  Maybe we can turn them away without hurting them.” 

 “Aye, sir,” said Ga’gh while Kane sat in the nearby first officer’s seat as Q moved up to the tactical post 

directly behind Kale, near where Chief Kyman monitored the ship’s status at the main display.  “Torpedoes armed.” 

 “Fire!” 

 One photon torpedo shot from each of the twin aft tubes, streaking across space and detonating 

spectacularly, though harmlessly, in the path of the oncoming Ferengi ship. 

 “You will not profit from your treachery, Hoo-mon!” Tel shouted.  “Of this I assure you!” 

 “First of all, I’m not human, I’m Centauri!” Kale shouted back.  “Second, we haven’t been treacherous!  

Why won’t you believe us?” 

 The Ferengi ship increased speed, closing in on the Federation starship, firing torpedoes of its own that 

detonated too close for Kale’s comfort. 

 “Increase speed to warp 7,” Kale ordered.  “And swing into that star system at 269 mark 5.” 

 The Dauntless turned slightly, Kale’s hope that the Ferengi ship would lose contact or give up on the 

Dauntless within the star system. 

 “Mister Russell,” said Kale, looking over his shoulder at the Cajun ops officer.  “Broadcast all our sensor 

logs at the Boknoor since the time we received the distress call, continuous loop.  Maybe if they listen to the logs 

enough Tel will believe we didn’t destroy their other ship and steal its cargo.” 

 “Ay-ah, Cap’n.” 

 Russell started broadcasting the logs over and over, starting with the unmistakable Ferengi voice calling for 

help.  And each time that portion of the recording was played, something nagged deeper and deeper within Chief 

Kyman, a feeling he’d had since the Dauntless first departed Tellar. 

 “Captain, the Boknoor is firing again!” Ga’gh shouted just before the entire ship shook from the impact.  

“Shields down to seventy seven percent.” 

 “Mister Schuukveldlaan, arm quantum torpedoes and fire a shot across his bow!” 

 The white-hot pod of energy shot out from the torpedo tube, passing mere meters above the Ferengi ship, 

but still the Ferengi continued to close the gap. 

 “Increase speed to warp 8.” 

 “Not recommended,” Harcue informed the captain.  “We’re now entering the Maxia Zeta star system.” 

 “Damn,” Kale muttered. 



 “That’s it!” a voice at the rear of the bridge shouted aloud.  Kale, Kane, Adosh, Ga’gh, and Q all turned to 

look at the excited El’Aurian Chief. 

 “What is it, Chief?” Kale asked. 

 “I’ve figured out why this whole distress call thing has been bugging me since we left Tellar,” Kyman said.  

“I KNOW where that distress call came from!” 

 As the logs continued to replay again, Kale really listened to the static-filled radio signal the Dauntless had 

received for the first time. 

 “Th~s is the ~~rengi vessel ~~~,” the young-sounding Ferengi Daimon’s voice said.  “We ~~~~ been 

at~~cked by a F~~~ra~~~~ ~~~~ship.  Plea~~ Help ~~!  We are ca~~~ing a lar~~ cargo of dolomite and k~v~s.  

We need help!” 

 “I don’t make a connection,” Kale admitted as the ship shook violently around him again. 

 “Twenty years ago,” said Kyman, “I was a petty officer assigned aboard the USS Stargazer...” 

 “Picard’s first command?” Kane clarified. 

 “The same.  We were engaged in battle by what was later determined to have been a Ferengi starship here, 

in the Maxia Zeta star system.  The Stargazer was so badly damaged during the battle that she had to be abandoned.  

The crew drifted in shuttlecraft and escape pods for weeks!  But not before we destroyed the Ferengi ship.” 

 “...With what’s now called the Picard Maneuver.  I know.  I studied under Captain Picard aboard the 

Enterprise during the Arcturus crew’s period of re-training several years ago.” 

 “Captain,” emphasized Kyman.  “I’m positive what we received this morning is the same message 

transmitted by that Ferengi vessel two decades ago!” 

 The realization suddenly hit Kale.  The Dauntless was being attacked and chased over a subspace 

transmission from a ship destroyed twenty years earlier.  His face grew grim as he turned to Ray Russell. 

 “Mister Russell, hail the Boknoor.  Challenge Daimon Tel to review his own records and see that the ship 

he accuses us of attacking was actually lost almost a quarter of a century ago.” 

 “Yes, Cap’n.” 

 Russell quickly transmitted the captain’s challenge.  Within moments, the torpedo attack stopped, though 

the Boknoor continued to pursue the Dauntless.  Kale paced the width of the bridge, throwing glances at Kyman, Q, 

and Kane in turn as he went.  Minutes slowly ticked past.  Then suddenly Russell called for the captain’s attention. 

 “Cap’n, Daimon Tel is hailin’.” 

 Kale looked at Kane, then faced the viewer and said, “On screen.” 

 The somewhat more humble looking (as much as a Ferengi can) face of Daimon Tel appeared on the 

viewer.  In a halting voice he said, “Dauntless, we have... uh... compared your sensor recordings to the... ah... 

transmission we... uh... received earlier, determining it to be authentic, and... uh...” 

 “Yes, Tel?” Kale prompted. 

 “We have confirmed that the vessel which transmitted the distress call we both received has not been on 

register with the FCA since it was destroyed twenty Federation standard years ago.”  Tel bowed his head for a 

moment, then added, “And since our attack on your vessel could... um... alter the Ferengi Alliance’s relations with 

the Federation for the worse, we... uh... find no profit in continuing to attack.” 

 With that sentence spoken, the Boknoor suddenly diverted course, breaking off its attack on the Dauntless, 

and headed toward Ferengi space. 

 “How do you like that?” Kale asked, looking once again at each of the bridge crew.  “Not even an ‘I’m 

sorry’?” 

 “Oh, I’m sure you’ll get over it eventually,” Q teased. 

 

* * * * 

 

Captain’s log, stardate 51731.3: 

With the Ferengi ship Boknoor gone, we have resumed a course back to Tellar to finish 

our shore leave.  However, along the way we received orders that divert us to DS9 to 

retrieve Fleet Captain Peter Koester, somewhat earlier than anyone expected.  We should 

arrive in the Bajor Sector in eight days.  Unfortunately, we are still left with the mystery 

of how two ships received a twenty year old distress call. 

Kale, out. 
 

 



 “I still don’t understand it,” Kale said as he wiped down the dining table where he and Q had just eaten 

dinner.  “That ship was destroyed twenty years ago.  How did we pick up its distress call today?” 

 “Maybe it’s some sort of subspace anomaly,” Q suggested, not sounding entirely convinced, as she placed 

the last of the dirty dishes into the replicator and dematerialized them.  “Who knows how many radio messages are 

floating around in the ether out there, just waiting for some anomaly to cause them to be received by some 

unsuspecting traveler?” 

 “I guess you’re right,” Kale said as he sat down at the table again.  “But then again, something just doesn’t 

make sense about this ship.  Just look at the last two weeks?”  He started counting off on his fingers.  “The Romulan 

Outpost that went missing while the Dauntless was patrolling the Neutral Zone that WE find…”  Second finger.  

“The sudden, mysterious loss of almost all power, and then just as sudden and mysterious power return.”  Third 

finger.  “Now intercepting a twenty year old distress call?  Something’s not right.  I’ve never heard of a starship 

coming across so many anomalies all so close together.” 

 Q shrugged her shoulders, saying, “Just several examples of the risks you face when you wear a Starfleet 

uniform, I suppose.” 

 The two moved over toward the couch and proceeded to cuddle for a moment as Kale said, “I just wish it 

would make some kind of sense.” 

 The couple remained quiet for a moment, both watching the flame of the candle Q had lit on the table until 

the Trill science officer spoke again. 

 “Kal, there’s something about myself I’ve been trying to…” 

 “Bridge to Captain Kale!” 

 Sigh… 

 

The End 

 


